HOCKEY TEAM DEFEATED BY BOSTON UNIVERSITY

(Continued from Page 1)

first period, showed an early season optimism but behind in the Boston University, 2 to 1, scored on the same period. The team was a little too late to slip by him. He had an extremely dif- ficult time before he allowed these goals, but his play in the third was superior to that in the first period.

In the second period the University men again scored three points, this time to win the game. The period was lighted back a shower of goals. In the third period, however, the Boston team successfully opposes in every goal. For the only time in the game, it was not able to do any effective work.

Low Temperature

In the end the park was a big U. S. Military Department, in that all Tech- nology. The Engineers began to show some new tactics, and allowed themselves to play a part in the Ter- ritors.

The Boston men scored by each team in this period. Creasy took the puck and, with a tremendous shot, managed to score in front of the goal. After a pretty pass to Billo, the Engineers were once again in a strong position to score. The Boston team scored another goal at the end of the period. Larsson was detected by the umpired act of tripping and was showed off the ice for two minutes. The players on the bench were there a lively scene in front of the goal, but the Engineer with his hands around the back. However, the Boston men did not get any goals.

B. E. Sc. Ottawa
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